EQUINE INSPIRED LLC
252 Sessions Drive
Aiken, SC 29803
(855) 469-4677

GULLIKSON-BAINES
JUMPING SADDLE ORDER FORM
EVENTER – HUNTER - JUMPER (Circle one)

Stable ______________________________________________ Date _____________________
NAME ___________________________________________________________HORSE _______________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________CITY ________________________ ST _______ ZIP ________
HOME PHONE _________________________________CELL PHONE ______________________________________
Email _________________________________________________ @ _____________________________________
Present Saddle (Make & Model) ______________________________________________________ Size _____”s
Issues that you are having in that saddle, and what changes you would like to see. Please take pictures of you sitting in that
saddle on your horse.

__________________________________________________________________________

Depending on the discipline; Eventer, Hunter or Jumper, a rider will normally have a preference to the degree of forwardness
of the flap and position of the knee-roll.
Often called the ‘Linebackers” position it is a position where you are balanced standing flat on your feet –
it is also the same position you should be in, when sitting in your neutral position in the seat of a jumping
saddle – that position is determined by the discipline, and the comfort to rider and their horse (live
weight). With the aid of another person, assume that position where your quadriceps (shown by the red
dashed line in the picture below) are just activated (Too much activation for women, can cause back
strain, and will eventually cause over-developed quads). Have someone take a picture of you in this
stance and also measure from the bottom of your feet, to the center of your knee-cap, from the center of
your knee-cap, to the point where the femur (upper-leg, connects to the pelvis), and then from that
point, to the top of your pelvis. And then measure the distance from the center of the waist to
forwardness of knee (orange lines). RECORD MEASUREMENTS BELOW LEFT

RIDER INFORMATION
HIGHT __’ ___”s
INSEAM _____”s
CROTCH TO KNEE ____”s
MID THIGH ______”s
MID HIP _______”s
Blue line _____”s
Red line _____”s
Green line _____”s
Yellow line _____”s
NEUTRAL SPINE WHEN STANDING

STRAIGHT
MILD LORDOSIS
LORDODTIC
(Woman above has a
mild-lordodtic back)

SADDLE ORDER
MODEL ____________
SIZE ____” CLR ______
FLAP LENGTH ______”
FLAP WIDTH _______”
ROTATION _________”
AIR PANELS FRT
COMP TWIST XN N
M W DEPTH OF
SEAT L M D
GUSSETT N EXT ____
LENGTH OF PNL _____”
PLATE (N) (M) (W)
___________________
___________________
__________________

ORDER INFORMATION
MODEL _____________
PRICE $ _____________
HVY DUTY PLATE $100
AIR PANELS (FRT) $400
TOTAL $ ____________
DOWN PMT $ ________
SADDLE FITTING $______
OTHER______ $______
CHECK # _____________
or CREDIT CARD INFO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Exp. __/__ SEC _______
TAX ____ ST ____ EXEM
FNL PMT $___________

